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Performing Cultural Trauma in Theatre and Film
Between Representation and Experience
Alain Resnais’ 1955 filmNuit et Brouillard (Night and Fog) is undoubtedly one
of the most overpowering artistic landmarks dealing with the representation and
memory of the Holocaust. Many commentators pointed at the startling effect of
the film, already when it was screened at Cannes in 1956, despite the diplomatic
protests of the German government, and later, when it was broadcast on French
television in the 1970 s. According to historian Michael S. Roth, Night and Fog
remains “one of the most startling, powerful films made about the Nazi period”
(202). Particularly unsettling is a sequence of documentary images made after
the liberation of one of the Nazi death camps towards the end of the film. This
sequence pairs the remains of murdered prisoners with images of objects that
were made of these remains (soap, fertilizers, rugs). The voice-over text, which
was written by novelist and former deportee Jean Cayrol, identifies these
‘products’ of the Nazi factories of death, revealing the shocking truth about the
seemingly impossible pairings (human hair / rugs). After that, a tracking shot
shows a table, displaying some of these ‘useful’ objects, like commodities devoid
of their origins. The objects on display are pieces of human parchment, pages of
paper made from ‘recuperated’ human skin, with children’s drawings and a
portrait of a woman on them. This overpowering film sequence is axiomatic for
the unbearable horror of the Holocaust – not only the horror of the Nazi
genocide but also of the way in which this killing was instrumentalized. In this
introduction, it serves as a remarkable Denkbild to outline some topics in this
thematic issue on Performing Cultural Trauma in Theatre and Film (see fig. 1).
Performing Cultural Trauma
In a first reading of this shot, the parchment confronts the spectator with the
gruesome reality of the dehumanizing effects of the death camps. It is an image of
the unspeakable, ineffable terror, of the unimaginable. In fact, in the middle of
the sequence the voice-over says “on ne peut plus rien dire”, “there’s nothing left
to say”, and when the drawings are eventually shown, the narrator actually
suspends his enumeration mid-sentence. The silence indicates the chasm that
separates the (physical) traces from the lived experience. It reminds us of “the
limits faced by knowledge and representation” (Greene 33). The silence points at
a moment of traumatic shock; we are confronted with an impression we cannot
translate into words. What happens here is what Joshua Hirsch in his book
Afterimage calls “a crisis of representation”; when “an extreme event is perceived
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